SCREENING
Forms to have ready:
Staff Screening Sheet
Learner Screening Sheet
Visitor Screening Sheet
Appointments Screening Sheet
Questions:
Date, Name of Learner, Dropped off by: Drivers Name & Cell Number, Time
Symptoms: Checklist including – NONE
Temperature

COVID 19
Screening will be an essential
component of Preventive
Measures
Preventing COVID 19 to spread
EduX SA is there to support
you in understanding all aspects
in a practical way
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Risk of Infection
Depending on age and circumstances, there may be a risk:

If children and staff
are healthy, they
are not at an
increased risk of
getting an infection

Do a census before returning to determine how your staff
and parents feel, any underlying conditions and concerns.
✓

Persons with suppressed immunity.

✓

Vulnerable as a result of their living conditions.

✓

Certain medical conditions make some children
vulnerable to infection that would rarely be serious in
healthy children. Diabetes, Obesity, Asthma, Hart
problems, Cancer, HIV/AIDS and various other.

✓

Supressed immune systems

✓

Any respiratory illnesses
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What is Screening?
◍ Screening is

not TESTING!

◍ Screening is checking the symptoms and
determining if the individual MIGHT need
to be tested for COVID 19.
◍ The school staff need to be very strict
when screening everyone entering the
school ground
◍ Rather err on the side of
caution than taking a chance.
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When you screen, you will do
the following:
◍ Check and ask the person dropping the child off, if any of
the following symptoms are noted in the child:
✓ Fever - Responsible staff member takes temperature with in
Infrared Forehead Thermometer
✓ Dry cough and
✓ Shortness of breath

◍ If a learner has any one of these symptoms, he/she can
not attend the school. The child may only return if a
medical certificate states a clean bill of health.
◍ Symptoms look a lot like flu and the common cold. It
takes a physician to determine if testing for the virus is
necessary.
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Screen upon arrival

Prepare a
screening area

This should done BEFORE ENTERING the school premises. The
screening outcome should be noted (Prepare a template )

Who should be screened?

◍ Staff members (teaching and all other staff)
◍ Parents, Appointments, Visitors
◍ Learners

No one will be allowed to have access to the school if they
do not have a mask or face shield on.
Recommendation is that 2 washable masks are provided daily
by parents for the learners. Parents are to wash the masks
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Protocols for Screening
◍ Set a strict timeline in the morning for Arrival
Screening. For example 06:30 till 08:00. After
that no screening will take place and people can’t
enter the premises anymore – Communicate
clearly with your parents and in turn they
should communicate with those responsible for
Transport
◍ No ‘Stop, Drop and Go’ allowed. The person
bringing learner has to wait patiently until the
screening procedure has been completed
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Daily Screening Cycle
◍ Except for the arrival screening, there has to be at

3-4

least
screening sessions for everyone on the
premises:
◌ Mid morning,
◌ Before & After Naptimes
◌ Before departure
◍ If a learner or staff member exhibits symptoms
during the day, he/she has to wait in an quarantine
area for collection. Parents to be notified
immediately to come and collect the learner A.S.A.P
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If this COVID 19 Virus tries to come to School
We’ll teach it a lesson !
Should a staff member
or learner be tested
and found to have
COVID 19 - The school
has to close down
immediately and
ensure that the school
Any Positive Cases -The
is sterilized and
Department of Health and
sanitized
Education has to be
notified
IMMEDIATELY
!
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